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Percy jackson luke x reader

AU Where Luke Castellan is a high school English teacher and helps a drama teacher in the lead production fall miserable. Part 29 Percy Jackson Oneshots Language: English Words: 817 Chapters: 1/1 Hits: 18 Kidnapped and Bound in the Captain's Room Aboard the Princess of Andromeda, Luke says all he's
planning. Whether you agreed to his plan or not, Luke made sure you stay with him. Part 57 Of The Oh Brother Where You're Tongue: English Words: 1057 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 56 Bookmarks: 3 Hits: 721 Inspired by Doubt Comes In a Hadestown, Luke and Y/N face the same test of how many gave Orpheus and
Eurydice. Part 13 Percy Jackson Oneshots Language: English Words: 1194 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 13 Hits: 216 Luke reunites with his girlfriend Elysium Part 9 Percy Jackson Oneshots Language: English Words: 279 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 14 Hits: 252 First, the Hermes cabin was completely empty. Luke alone brings Y/N.
Part 6 Percy Jackson Oneshots Language: English Words: 459 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 15 Hits: 364 Y/n Still Believed by Luke. Language: English Words: 1344 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 10 Hits: 260 Y/N wants to improve his sword fighting skills and tries to ask Luke to train him. Part 1 Percy Jackson Oneshots Language:
English Words: 464 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 17 Hits: 258 | percy Jackson and his heroes olympus mini x readers Who would you choose? The almighty son of Zeus, Jason GraceThe mighty son of Poseidon, Percy JacksonThe strong son of Ares, Frank ZhangA's mysterious son Hadas, Nico Di AngeloThe intelligent son of
Hephaestus, Leo ValdezMay be the one who causes a chasm between Jason and Percy's friendship, struggling for love. Or maybe you're the one who's trying to get Nico to come out of his shell. Maybe you're the one Leo comes to when he feels he's missed out. Maybe you're the girl Percy's coming to after bad dreams.
Maybe you're the one Frank's confessing his love to. IT'S YOUR CHOICE. Language: English words: 37,817 Chapters: 5/? Glory: 103 Bookmarks: 8 Hits: 3611 Steals Luke's Shirt. Language: English Words: 276 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 44 Hits: After 470 girlfriend refuses to join the rebellion against olympus, Luke reflects
on their relationship and the pain left him. songfic. Language: English Words: 1207 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 14 Hits: 220 Headcanons involving Luke Castellan x Reader. Includes Platonic and Romantic, and Female, Male, and Nonbinary Reader Language: English Words: 388 Chapters: 1/? Kudos: 38 Bookmarks: 1 Hits:
698 For the collection of different PJO and HoO preferences I made. P.S. All means boys and girls, only boys or girls means that their preference only includes those of a sexual nature. P.P.S: There are currently no only female preferences. Sorry. Part 8 Percy Jackson Reader Inserts Language: English Words: 4769 3/?
Glory: 244 Bookmarks: 9 Hits: 9381 Per usual as you go home for dinner with your mother, you and Luke embrace. But this time it looks different. Part 36 Percy Jackson Reader inserts language: English words: 1601 chapters: 2/2 Kudos: 59 Bookmarks: 5 Hits: 1037 (Y/N) escaped Luke. That's part of their story. Part 34
Percy Jackson Reader inserts language: English words: 1017 chapters: 2/2 Kudos: 48 Bookmarks: 1 Hits: 994 Language: English words: 26,595 Chapters: 4/4 Kudos: 122 Bookmarks: 3 Hits: 3403 Luke didn't know how to love as he should have. Part 12 Of The Change of Scenery Language: English Words: 2127
Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 144 Bookmarks: 3 Hits: 7201 What Happens When Luke Asks To Go To His Side? What's his reaction to your pregnancy? (Only for those who can get pregnant from men) Part 5 Percy Jackson Reader inserts language: English words: 669 chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 65 Bookmarks: 2 Hits: 2489 You are
a powerful Greek goddess, almost as strong as the Big Three. But you're in danger. Luckily, your older siblings have a perfect idea. Language: English words: 4514 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 79 Bookmarks: 3 Hits: 2392 Set after The last Olympian,Luke Castellan awaits the sentence before going to the afterlife. A brief
encounter with the reader lifts his soul one last time before he faces the judges. Language: English words: 621 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 51 Bookmarks: 2 Hits: 888 Went good at this time and you can not help but feel empty. Almost... Hollow. Part 23 percy Jackson Reader Inserts Language: English Words: 683 Chapters:
1/1 Kudos: 49 Hits: 1795 A/N: Hey there lovelies, I said I'm going to write some anxiety about the boy, and I'm a Pigeon literally, so enjoy it or not... Also, Y/M/P is the mortal parent, obviously. Words: 1,409 Warnings: Angst, but am I not good at people suffering that much that they are just sad? People lie when they say
love is hard. Love is simple, it's chemistry and actions, words and love eyes; Love is action, so that's the easy part. What's hard and hard is the people. They lie and hurt when they're scared or don't feel confident. It's easy for people to just make others feel bad about themselves, and that's why you need to be very
careful when choosing your friends, which is even more important if you decide to spend your life with someone. That's exactly why you chose Luke. Well, you didn't choose him, that's not how love works; It was more like you fell in love with her, and then you accepted it as a fact. Luke was a nice guy, and he was really
close to you after all, so nothing stopped you from liking him. Sometimes when everyone's asleep and your mind is full of thoughts, the only thing that calms you down is thinking about the day you and Luke hooked up, one of your favorite memories... You've done sword training. It's been days, all because of the
nightmares you were having: Y/N, you need to be careful Y/M/P voice whispered, trying to find the source, but everything was dark as you were locked in a room. someone betrays those you love, will try to convince you to join them, you can not let them winThe same thing happened for a few days, you could not make a
good night's sleep, because now you were afraid of what you dream next, and it got you a little disappointed to think about the part of someone betrayed you exactly? There was no one in camp who could have done something like this, especially when Luke was always there for you. That cute and insensiful boy. It's a
little early for training, don't you think? You turned around with a smile, almost stabbing Luke with your sword: Hey, look where you're pointing! Sorry! Apologetic, yes, let's just say I'm about to cause any inconvenience. Luke frowned that you still have nightmares? Luke knew about the nightmares, of course, he was like
your best friend, or at least the closest thing you'd ever do is trust him with your life, so why don't you tell him about some silly dreams? Yes, he sighed tiredly, dropped his sword, and sat on the ground I also thought that maybe not only dreams, maybe something more he skanched on the spot next to you, then waved
him to sit, he did, smiling slightly. Is there any good reason to think it might be true? Not really, it's just... I have this feeling that it's getting bigger every passing night and I feel bad as I'm about to vomit anytime It didn't seem important at the time, but now that you're thinking about that distant morning you remember how
tense Luke seemed every time he mentioned his nightmares. You know what? He stood up and offered his hand to stand up on Let me distract him and he got closer to him. How? you asked, tilting your head to the side. Let's go for a walk after dinner tonight, maybe it'll clear your mind a little bit, and hopefully you'll sleep
better, his smile was honest, Luke cared deeply about you, he wanted you to feel safe. Are you asking me out, Luke? Uh, yes, I don't know, you can call it whatever you want. Luke's face turned red after his turbidity, which let out a little giggle. All right, then it's a date you're leaning in and kissing the heel of your lips, your
shivering runs along your spine when you don't thank you for your supportWhen... You were nervous as hell y/G/P table that night, biting your nails and not touched the food at the slightest, you had to make all your siblings nervous too. Oh, my God, Y/N! one of your sisters. Are you going to stop? If you're stressing it out,
you just got off the date, it's no big deal. I don't want to do this! Am I supposed to behave differently? I don't want things to get awkward, I just want to forget about my nightmares for a while... Then don't, Mike, one of the older brothers said: they act like it's a normal night- which is true, so I don't really know why he's
behaving like crazy- relax, and he'll be overin order you took a deep breath, get up from the place I can't eat, I'll go back to the cabin so I can grab a coat before Luke's ready for his food Okay, Mike mumbled, his eyes were already on the plate again. Feeling the need to see every time in the world that cabin you went
slowly, feeling the cold breeze of your hair, and the faint smell of the sea and strawberries; He entered his cabin, and two minutes later, someone knocked on the door. Comes! he grabbed his favorite sweater and quickly walked up to the door, When he opened it, a smile appeared on his face, Luke, I thought you were
still having dinner. Of course, he behaved strangely, in a good way, joking, and holding me close to him, flirting shamelessly. Surprisingly, you were happy with what you were supposed to do. I have to ask, you suddenly interrupted to look at him: Why now? Why now? He asked, confused. We haven't seen each other in
years, why are you asking me out? He seemed to be defeated, something bothered him, and you wanted to know what it was. Those nightmares you have... Makes me think we're going to have less time than expected. All my life, I've been protecting the people I love, Annie, Thalia... But I couldn't protect them as I
wanted, especially Thalia Sighed, holding the other hand of hers, I care about you a lot, if I knew the nightmares would disappear I would do it without thinking twice, but no matter how much I did, the gods always find a way to make us miserableNe talk so tried to cheer him up not all bad, yes I have a shitty fate to be
half-breeds, some of us are meant to live like this, but we have each other to be enoughAlthing I have the optimism He giggles bitterly it's ok, Y/N, I learned to live with him Not about giving up About seeing the good part of life, even if you're little In Order, you win By raising your hand in defeat, laughing: You're always
right, you know, of course you're grinning, you're going to start walking again when Luke spoke once more. You're also right that we're together, Luke's closer to you, but you're wrong about one thing... it's not just enough, that's all I ever wanted, pretty sure that's all I ever need, Gods, that sounded cheesy you joked
about and tried to hide how much your words affected you Shut up Y/N, I'm trying not to faint at the boy laughing. Now I'll be quiet, I promise whispered, struggling with the need to smile like an idiot said?. I said, You're the coolest girl in the world, and I really like you. Is this some kind of joke?, I swear, if-You don't keep
your ass and say you like it back? Luke interrupted him. Which? I can't do both, you're just making fun of me. He shook his head, bent over and kissed me with love. And that's all it took. You spent the happiest year of your life laughing, training, and loving each other, thinking it was going to last forever. Until Percy
Jackson came to camp. I EDITED THIS Shit four times BC KEPT ERASING THE LAST PART WTFhope lists, it's be more parts so be ready.-Danny :D See more posts like this from Tumblr #luke x reader #pjo #danny writing, #pjo imagine A/N: What about IM BACK TO MY SADDEST SERIES-I've been thinking about
this thing for a while and I think there aren't four parts causing well, I don't know anxiety lolWarnings: Anxiety and language (??) Word: 762First part. I'm Percy Jackson. He was the end of life, just like you knew. As Poseidon's son, the child had a great responsibility to attend, and he had no idea how, if he was completely
honest, he felt sorry for her. Luke seemed tense, too, though you had the feeling that percy wasn't the only one who upset him so much. He had a dark expression when no one was looking, no one but you. The last day of summer arrived and there was excitement in the air, with the kids packing things into a less bright
attitude than when they arrived, they said goodbye to siblings to leave and a few other friends. It's weird, but Luke wasn't there to say good-bye to them like he used to. You decided to take a walk around the camp and watch friends running around, some happy and sad as you walk along the edge of the forest, a familiar
face came into the picture. Hello, Luke. What a mat-Y/N Looked at you with a serious glamour in your eyes, I can't explain why, but you have to promise me somethingRead your A/N: It brings back some memories, I remember I wanted this one so bad for reading pansexual and I know it's short, but I did it fondly I just
found out I've posted another version of this request, so is it like a nice extra?? Lmao am messRequest: Frank x pan!reader where he is afraid that the reader can leave him someone better, but the reader than what? Nononono I would never do that Words: 455Warning: nothiiing except that this thing was not reviewed,
so probably tons of errors, sorry. It wasn't weird that moments of complete silence while spending time with his friend, Frank enjoyed the feeling of skin and hair against perfume, and knowing that he wasn't really a social, chatty guy, it's ok to just sit around and share his free time together. Y/N... Frank mumbled after 15
minutes of complete silence. You looked him right in the eye, waiting for him to go on. I... Can I ask you a question? Sure, go ahead, you smiled. Well, it's probably stupid, He hesitated, looking at your hand, I don't want you to feel guilty or anything, it's just a silly concern, but-Frank, you confused you're giggling, just say
I... Ever since you told me about your sexuality, I've been worried... That I might not be enough for you, he concluded, a voice of concern. What do you think it is? Frank, what made you think that about Has? You told Frank you were pansexual the week before you started dating to clear things up and start a relationship
without secrets, but most importantly, you wanted him to know that you trusted him to be an important part of your life. He took it pretty well, you could tell he was surprised, judging by the way he stuttered afterwards, but he never interred, so he assumed he took it all in and didn't mind, he was relieved. Although now that
you're hearing that, you weren't so sure. There are so many people out there Y/N. Cooler than me, smarter, talented... And I'm just... I'm the only one you could see that you were deeply affected by this realization that it broke you. Frank, that's exactly why I'm with you, the fact that you're my own person laughing, you're
really something. But anyone can go through the door to camp, and they all have the same chance of falling in love, and I don't think I can compete with this Race? I'm a man who's been in love with you since the first time I saw you, and I don't think anyone can make me think I feel that way, I would never let you do that.



You mean? His eyes shone brightly against the sunlight, a sight you found hypnotic. I am. I love you. That's the first time you've said that. Frank smiled, seemed calm, you and you. to be looking at it, the certainty you've shown. I love you, too Y/N. Two guys in less than a week? Mi??? You must have a spell under a
different name I don't want to write that mf essay for college, my friends. I hope you like it. His thoughts and comments were well received by :)-Danny :D A/N: And the winner is here! I hope you guys like this cause well, you asked me to lol, either way, I missed Leo so I'm happy to write to him again &lt;3Words: 5301 is
the record for me guys. Request: A leo x reader where they hate each other, but they have to go on a quest together and end up in love. Idk if that makes sense. Darling, sweetheart, I have a lot more than you asked for, but I hope you like anyway xd Warnings: idk, it's weird it's not proofread, so prob already tons of
errors, you've been warned. You're usually not chosen to do missions, the idea that it was almost impossible for you, your God-fearing parents didn't see you as a particularly strong man, so they never asked us to do anything until now. Unfortunately, the odds weren't in your heart, because the only person who could go
with you was the great Leo Valdez. That asshole. Granted, it wasn't a complete waste of space, but spending time with him was torture for you, with his stupid jokes and his woman-to-man attitude, it was an intolerable company, and certainly the last person to hesitate on a mission. Leo didn't seem satisfied either, only
because he agreed to leave because Chiron asked him after the whole Calypso problem, and the fact that their relationship didn't really go to plan with Leo changed a bit, he was in a bad mood almost the whole time and isolated himself even more than before, it was clear that his friends were worried about him and
wanted to help him move on from heartbreak, although he would rather not be a part of it. No matter how hard you tried to avoid your fate, by the end of the week, you two were pushing me towards the (most likely) terrible mission. So... Leo started after 10 awkward minutes of silence, first mission, huh?. Yes. Are you
scared? It's no big deal, it's not even an important mission. yes, but you spent most of your childhood in camp, and it has to be a little scary. What do you think I am? Are you twitched by some kitten who doesn't know the way around? I fought two wars, man, I know what's going on outside my home. All right, Leo raised
his hand to surrender, coping with the expression, I just said. Then don't tell me your voice was soft and angry, Leo noticed that, and of course, he had to press the buttons. I don't understand why you hate me so much, I literally never talk to you, I've been talking for, like, five seconds and you're on the verge of stabbing
me I think you just have a remarkable talent to piss me off Or maybe you do He had a crush on me. What is that? You stopped and looked at him in disbeliefidel. They say love and hate are very similar things, maybe you're just confused because my looks are too much for you to handle Leo giggling. Oh, fuck, for some
reason, you're blushing that you're so dedicated to acceptance that you're literally throwing the bone at anyone, huh? Leo seemed caught off guard on the last comment, not talking the rest of the afternoon (not that he complained), but maybe, maybe, he went too far with the joke. Keep reading A/N: Three guys in a row,
guys I deserved some credit for. I admit I don't check twice and they're all bullshit, but hey, I'm productive here, please give me your love. Request: Can you do Annabethxfemale reader who is a Hades child? The Argo, if tysmWords: 665Attention: Nothing except my terrible habit of not double checking writing, so it can
be full of mistakes bye-It was hard for Y/N not to feel completely out of place to ship, leaving many powerful half-gods with lovable personalities, smart, strong, attractive. And then there she was, hades' daughter, which had the opportunity to continue this mission as a technical support and backup, hell, even her little
sister had a chance to be one of seven. Hades Kids had a reputation for being a little emotional, especially Nico and Y/N, who were loving who they loved to love. His favorite moments in that place were always at night, the sky as his only companionship, and sometimes he even allowed himself to visit Leo at the check-
up, he knew he was having problems, but as a half-god he wasn't surprised. Maybe that night was like that, he didn't want to be alone. Are you all right there? Y/N turned around and saw his girlfriend smiling at him, although it was a nice sight, his stomach spinning with concern. Hey, Ann mumbled. Well, that doesn't
answer my question at all, annabeth approached slowly, do you want to talk about it?. It's stupid, you'll be nervous when I say: I'll be nervous too, if there wasn't a moment of silence before Annabeth reached the Y/N seat, held her hand tight, remained quiet, knew well enough not to rush her to talk her secrets, had time.
Five minutes later, Y/N put his head on Annie's shoulder and whispered, Why am I so worthless? Annabeth didn't talk. Everyone has a great destiny to fulfill this war, Y / N began, the prophecy with their name on it, godly parents appear in their dreams and deep, emotional conversations with them about the future, and
all have a little sword and some ability, so I can talk to my dead motherY / N ... I'm ready to be part of something bigger, Annabeth, why can't I? Why don't you Do I have to be my sister? No, I don't... If he dies, I don't think I'll be able to handle Y/N, you're as much a part of it as everyone else, said the girl, I know the fact
that Hades has not spoken to you in a while drives me crazy, I know how much you want to trade Hazel's fate with yours, but there's a reason you're still here, there's got to be something you have to do in the futureI'd think that no matter how much you think she laughed bitterly, but the truth is, I'm not good enough to be
as creepy as Nico, I'm not a threat to monsters or giants, you're as capable as anyone, a great fighter, and even more so a wonderful girlfriend... That's why I love you, he gently pressed his hand: Why would you want to be part of something as terrifying as a prophecy? You've seen the things we have to go through when
we're fighting their battles, most of us never come back the way we were before, if we get over survival at all. It's not a gift Y/N, it's a burden we're forced to carry Y/N blinking in surprise, it was the first time we had listened to Annabeth's rant like that about the situation about herself. I'm sorry, I didn't want to worry about
being excused Nothing wrong, I think I had to hear this from you, Y/N said, you're the only one who can help me get my shit together withAnnabeth laughing, the voice of a tune that's about to be Y/N's favorite from this world and the next. yes, I think you're right about that. I think that's why I love you Instead of replying
with the usual plain comment, Annabeth closed the gap between them with the most tame kisses. Hey, did you actually like the way this little fluff went? What about you? Tell me what you think, please. &lt;3-Danny :D A/N: Y'all this last request was in line IM so proud of myself, I hope you like it, I made it very sad. -
Danny c: Words: 1,755 Warnings: none, in addition to bad writing lolRequest: Let me ask for a Piper x Male!reader - probably the last war where the reader clings to his dear life, and Piper now clings to it- trying to charm talk to him that keeps going because battle is going on, but forced to leave them to keep fighting and
someone else to get him to handle. And with the severe head trauma, his memory was blurred, and he doesn't remember Piper. I am sorry... Piper never thought this would happen, somewhere in her, even if it was silly, expecting her mother to make an exception, after what she did for her, they just lived happily ever
after. But he wasn't there. Y/N was the best. She was cute, smart, pretty... How did this happen to him? It wasn't his fault, everyone was suffering, people were losing more than they could bear after the war, that they thought he was too naïve to be in pain. He Hurting in the final minutes, Piper found him on the side,
blood coming out of excessive amounts in his head, he got scared, struggled to keep him standing, and Please, he mumbled his ears, please don't close his eyesI worked once with Jason, I had to work at Y/N, there was no other option. Piper loved him. Love conquered everything. At least that's what he thought. Read
on A/N: Double feature tonight! kind of because midnight imao -DannyRequest: I have no idea if I'm still on time, but it's the onr anon that rly likes the idea of percy having a twin (mbi need to start signing it now lol) and I was wondering if you'd be down like??? Christmas is Jackson's headcanons????? Anyway, whether
you can or cant do it, happy sleep for all ^_^I was originally posted by foxandspice-xmas So this family is the best at celebration holidays. A week earlier, Sally and her kids were all going shopping. they decided to give the gifts on Christmas Day until she becomes a toddler, and they all pretend santa it's real (woops)So
everyone buys gifts for everyone and it's fun because now five people are trying to hide a lot of gifts from a small apartment apartPercy gave up and straight confessed the gifts were under his bed, and if any of them (* cough * her twin *cough*) dares to touch them before Christmas she will kill themY/N hides them in the
empty space on the couch Nobody knows where Sally and Paul hide theirsAnd trust me , they've watched a lot of movie marathons to present Estelle with the Christmas spirit She's a baby, but seems to be very excited with herAnnabeth coming over a few days before Christmas to Percy and say hello to the family and
wish them a merry Christmas before San FranciscoThen the day before Christmas bake cookies and play Christmas songs on repeat, repeat, make hot cocoa and wear nothing but fluffy socks and warm pj'sIt is such a loving and fun family good lord I hope to have merry Christmas this year. Percy and Y/N races to see
who does the best cookies and hot cocoa and gingerbread houses They are a little competitiveEstelle loves them tons and always dress her up as tiny reindeer dresses and elves dressesThis is an album full of Estelle in various disguises'll hate those pictures, if he gets older, but I always look forward to tease him, if
they're honestPaul takes them to an ice rink, and it's all fun and games until Paul falls into his assY/N and Percy fight is so hard not to laugh at the ass down They tease him about his age catching up with him along the lines of his name though, he's a big stepdadChristmas Eve it's his favorite time, Percy and Y/N feel
Maybe, maybe life isn't so terribly tragic, after there are things to live like family, hearing your sister laugh gives them a reason to continue going after what's Christmas if not an opportunity to delight in all the little things? A/N: Oh my God, life was so messy and I tried to make it happen before midnight, but I couldn't!
Christmas is coming and I haven't packed my presents, but I promised not to tons of these this year and I'm going to do it. Remember my words. Sorry to be so small tho, the next longer will promise -Danny Words: 417 Warnings: None! little things are implied, but you can handle that lmao Originally posted carrie-
outdoors your ass freezing. In fact, your whole body is cold as hell, it's after the solstice. But it's worth it, it's worth it, because your girlfriend's going to be a year older today. It's late, you thought you'd have time to share with him all day, you were wrong. Still, it's early enough for you to go home to the movies, maybe even
have dinner with him if he's not with his brother or something. Your phone battery died an hour ago, so you're hoping he's home. Keep reading A/N: Turns out I have some time to write something about the best boi, Happy Birthday to the greatest half-god of our time &lt;3 -Danny P I accidentally felt too soft with this and
now I need someone to cuddly me like Percy. He's such a good friend: cReare asking: Hey! Could you imagine a Percy where the reader was seriously injured in combat and almost died? And when he wakes up, Percy just cuddles up and does everything he can to make her happy and comfortable? Now I have an ear
problem and I'm just thinking about a request. Thanks❤Words: 639 Warnings: Mention of injuries, no proofreaders, have fun! Originally written by suspendY/N Woke up in a foggy world, somewhere near his head he felt something warm with the faint smell of the sea all over and immediately close his eyes again calm.
Then he opened them once more, this time identifying shapes, colors and soft fabric with a thin white sheet covering his body with a gentle breeze coming through the window. He looked up to his left, where this strange warm feeling was still present and saw his hands pressed directly next to his hair. Percy appeared to
have fallen asleep while playing with her locks, as she used to do when she was nervous, now her head awkwardly supported by the edge of the headrest, with a small droll on the heels of her lips. Was that real life? Not remembering the last thing he did before he woke up, they were in battle? His hands gently
wandered through his body in search of cuts or abrasions. He winked at the sensation on his right ribs, had a bandage around his torso, maybe fell, or someone pushed him against the wall and hit his head in the process. It didn't matter. But he was awake, and he was still alive. Percy was alive, too. Read A/N: what's
wrong, I got sick so tomorrow I'll probably take a break from posting lmaoo I'll do my best to make all the requests etho, I hope you like it! -DannyWords: 1,676 Warnings: None! Requests: Not among these anons, but I'd like some brother sucks. Perhaps a holiday sibling thing percy, where the reader is not super cheerful
around the holidays, because the mortal parent died around, and then Percy finds his own way to put them in the holiday spirit. Originally written by foxandspice-xmasIf there's something everyone knows, percy loves his brothers. Deep down, unconditionally and loudly. Percy's going to war for any of them if they
ask. That's why it hurts him so much that Y/N is suffering over Christmas. This should be a happy time! To be together as a family, eat all-time favorite foods, watch some of the best movies ever made... Unfortunately, Y/N can't be all of it. Read on Ok, 2ish part of my other Poly!solangelo fic. Don't expect me to regularly
update two days in a row. I mostly post when I can, and it certainly takes time away from other – (tasks, sleep) – things. But hey, people asked for it, and here I am! The title was inspired by Mother Ghosting mom, big song mentions of Halloween. The picture of Danny and I being SpOoKy, thank you Danny for let me
share it. Request: So, listen to me. Poly reader, Nico, and will have fun and do a ghost photo shoot in the city? Readers are a child of iris and like taking photos with their Polaroid so they were really excited to try the trend and run around with their two favorite people but also really nervous since they've never done a real
intentional shoot with people before, usually taking photos of people by accident or from still images. Please ignore if you are not taking requests at the moment! No worries if so pairing: Will Solace x reader x Nico di Angelo (Poly! Solangelo)Word number: 1872 Warnings: uuh none. I have a (1) mention of vomiting. Unre
reviewed, gender neutral reader.-Asja Read more in this application More
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